
PUMP UP PROFITABILITY 
WITH AUTOMATIC TYRE 
INFLATION

Anything that boosts uptime and reduces maintenance costs is good news for those operating within 
the waste and metal recycling industry and the PSI automatic tyre inflation system is doing just that with 
remarkable effect as recently reported by recycled metal haulage specialists, Greyroads of Oswestry.

One of their trailers picked up a vicious-looking 6-inch piece of metal which pierced one of the tyre walls.  
Despite being embedded some 4 inches into the wall, the PSI system fitted to the trailer maintained the 
correct operating pressure keeping it safely on the road. 
  
Greyroads Director, Simon Yarwood reported that even though the £300 tyre had sustained significant 
damage, because PSI had kept it inflated for a further three and a half days after the puncture, it was 
possible for it to be repaired for just £45.

Simon went on to say; ‘The Tire Pilot system has provided us at Greyroads a return on investment 
within 12 months.  The system has also saved us £1,000 minimum in maintenance per trailer 
each year after, this is without factoring in other costs to us such as roadside call out charges.  
The system also increases our uptime and allows us to repair or replace tyres at the end of the 
week rather than during working hours.  Most importantly we are now a safer fleet with the risk 
of a blowout on one of our trailers significantly reduced’.

SAF Tire Pilot is a premium brand of the PSI system supplied to you by SAF-HOLLAND GmbH

• Safer fleet as a result of reduced blow outs
• £1000 reduction on maintenance costs per trailer & a ROI within 12 months
• Increased uptime through postponed repair on leaking tyre

The PSI system maintains the correct tyre pressure on articulated trailers whilst stationary and on the 
move. 

The PSI system has now been fitted to thousands of trailers 
across the UK and mainland Europe and has proven itself time 
and time again in substantially increasing trailer operating 
efficiency.  The system constantly monitors each tyre on the 
trailer and will instantly re-inflate a tyre when it senses that it 
has lost pressure thereby maintaining the overall road safety 
of the vehicle.  A warning light mounted on the trailer alerts 
the driver to the status of the trailer ’s tyres. 



PSI self-activates once the pressure in any of the tyres drops by 3psi (0.2 bar), and the process is 
as follows - The air is taken from the air supply already on the trailer (generally the air suspension), 
passing through a pressure protection valve into the control box and regulated to the required 
pre-set pressure. The air is then supplied to the axles, which act as pressurised air conduits, the 
tyres are then supplied with the air via hoses directly from the wheel ends into the valves. A 
warning light will be flashing, or illuminated continuously depending on the severity, when there 
is an air leak and the system is in use.

The PSI system is fitted to over 1.5 million trailers worldwide and is compatible with all major axles, 
including; SAF, BPW, JOST (Daimler Chrysler), SCHMITZ Rotos, ROR & VALX. 

Celerity DRS are the exclusive European distributor of the PSI system

For further details and to give your business an advantage contact..
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How does the PSI system work? 
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